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In this paper we investigate some of the properties of Hamiltonian cycles 
in the square G2 of a graph G, which are maximal in that they include as 
many as possible of the edges of G. We show that there is a maximal Hamil- 
tonian cycle in G2 which has an especially simple structure at each of the cut 
vertices of G. Further, we show that a maximal Hamiltonian cycle must use 
all of the edges of any cycle of the graph G which is also a block of G, with 
“use” being given a precise meaning later. 
We use the terminology and notation of Behzad and Chartrand [I ] with the 
few minor exceptions listed here. We denote the degree of a vertex z: in a 
graph G by deg,(v) and indicate that vertices v and w are adjacent in graph G 
by v adj, w. The edge joining v and w is denoted by (v, w). We use Q to 
represent the graph with no vertices and no edges. An edge e of graph G is an 
end edge if one end of e has degree 1 in G. The square G2 of a graph G is a 
graph with vertex set V(G) in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if 
their distance in G is 1 or 2. We denote the number of elements in a set A by 
/ A 1 , and we let C/‘,(G) denote the set of vertices whose degree in G is i. IE 
is a subgraph of G, then G - H = (G - E(H)) - V,(G - E(H)). A 
tonian cycle h in G2 is maximaI if [ E(h) n E(G)/ > / E(k) n E(G)\ for every 
Elamiltonian cycle k in G2. Maximal Hamiltonian cycles were introduced in 
[2] and studied further in [3]. 
Since paths and cycles are not graphs but sequences, we denote the sub- 
graph whdse vertices and edges are precisely those of a given path or cycle .K: 
by /k/. With explicit exceptions, all paths and cycles in this paper are re- 
presented by sequences of vertices. It is to be understood that an edge of a 
path or cycle is any edge of the graph which joins vertices which are suc- 
cessive in the path or cycle. 
* This work was supported in part by the National Research Council of Canada, through 
Professor W. T. Tutte, and in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant GP-43696. 
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Let a = v0 , vl ,..., v, and b = x0 , x1 ,..., X, . We use the following nota- 
tion and terminology: F(a) = v,, , L(a) = v, , V(a) = {vO , vl ,..., v,}, and 
I(a) = Y(a) - {F(a), L(a)}. If a is a path or cycle, E(a) is the set of edges 
joining successive vertices in a. If a is a path joining vertex v0 to vertex v, , 
we day a is a (v,, , v&-path. The inverse a-l of a is the sequence v, , v,-, ,..., 
v1 , v0 . We use (a), (b) to denote the sequence v,, , vr ,..., v, , x,, , x1 ,..., x, , 
andifv, = x,, ,weletab = vO, v1 ,..., v,,xl ,..., x,. Wesayasequenceaisa 
section of a sequence b if there are sequences c and d such that b = (c), (a), (d) 
(either c or d or both may be the empty sequence). If v0 = v, in sequence a, a 
rotation of a is any sequence of the form vj , vi+1 ,..., v, , v1 ,..., v+~, vj , 
wherej E (0, I,..., m - 11. A transform of a is any rotation of a or a-l. 
Given a set A of vertices of G, an A-fragment of G is 
(1) any connected one-edge subgraph of G with both vertices in A; or 
(2) any subgraph of the form (V(H) u A} - (A), 
where His a component of G - V(A). 
If A has just one vertex v, we call the A-fragments “v-fragments.” Given a 
subgraph J of G, the J-fragments of G are those V(J)-fragments of G which 
do not include any edges of J. 
The theory of J-fragments has been highly developed by Tutte in [6], 
where he calls them “J-components,” and in [7, 81, where he calls them 
“bridges.” As far as I know, this powerful but insufficiently known tool was 
first introduced by Tutte in [7] and was used to prove the very remarkable 
theorem that any planar 4-connected graph is Hamiltonian. I have chosen 
not to use either of the terms introduced by Tutte for these objects for the 
following reasons. The term “bridge” has a much more widely known 
meaning in the United States as an edge whose removal from a graph G 
results in a graph with more components than G has. Then term “J-com- 
ponent” has no prior meaning; however, the J-components of a graph G are 
not necessarily components of G - J (the J-components may be joined 
together at one or more vertices of J). Thus I feel the term is somewhat 
misleading. As the terms “fragment” and “J-fragment” have no prior 
meaning in graph theory and since “J-fragment” is sufficiently unambiguous 
and suggestive of its own meaning, I prefer the latter term. 
Suppose v is a cut vertex of G, and suppose a Hamiltonian cyde in G” is 
h = w0 , e, , w1 ,..., w,-~ , e, , w, with vertices w, ,..., w, , edges e, ,..., e,n , 
and v = w0 = w, . If we erase from h the edges of h which are not incident 
with v and which join a vertex of one v-fragment to a vertex of a different 
v-fragment, we obtain paths a, , a2 ,..., a, in G2 which are disjoint sections of 
h with the following properties: Y > 2, all sections ai except the first and last 
begin and end, the first section ends, and the last section begins, with vertices 
which are adjacent in G to v, and & V(ai) = V(G). We call these sections 
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bound sections. Suppose bl ,..., bk are all of the bound sections in a particular 
v-fragment F of G and suppose a, and a, are not in the list b, )...? bk . Then it 
is evident that there are edges in GZ by which the sections b, ,..., b, can 
joined together into a single path pF in G2 which includes all of the vertices 
of F except v and which begins and ends on vertices x and y adjacent in G to 
u (X = y will occur if F has just two vertices). If a, is in the list bI ,..., b, brat 
a, is not, we can do the same thing,using a, first, and if a, is in the list b, ,..., b!, 
but aI is not, we can join the sections together by using u,~ last. En these two 
cases, the resulting path pF includes all of the vertices of I?> has u on one of 
its ends, and has a vertex adjacent in G to D at its other end. Finally, if aI and 
a, are both in the list b, ,..., b, , we can join a, and a, in the order a, I a, at 
the vertex v and then join the remaining sections in the list together by edges 
of G2 as before, obtaining a path pp in G2 which includes all of the vertices of 
F, and begins and ends on vertices x and y (necessarily distinct) which are 
adjacent in G to v. Let us call the resulting paths fragment Faths~~~ h. NOW 
the fragment paths for h can be joined together end to end by edges from G” 
(except that if each of two paths has v on one of its ends, the two paths of this 
sort are joined at v). The result is a cycle k in G2 which passes through all of 
the vertices other than v in each v-fragment before going on to the next 
a-fragment. We call such a cycle k a simpll~cat~o~ of h at v and we say h is 
sirnp~~~e~ (by k>. Clearly: 
~HEQKEM 1. Let G be a graph, h a ~ami~tonia~ cycle iz G2, and v a cut 
vertex of 6. Let k be a simpliJcation of h at v. Then k is a ~arni~to~i~~ cycle in 
62. 
The next set of definitions is in two parts: 
Part 1. If v is in just one of the fragment paths for h, then we say k is 
semisimple at v. If we represent cycles by sequences of vertices, it is easy to 
show that a Hamiltonian cycle k is semisimple at a. cut vertex v of g if and 
only if there is an ordering FI ,..., 1;; of the v-fragments of G and a rotation 8, 
(&), (d,),..., (d,,,), v of k such that p 3 2, V(dJ C V(FJ for each i E (1, 2,...? 
P>, JWd C WI), Vd,> # m, and WD,,> f ia. 
Part 11. If a appears at the ends of two different fragment paths for h, we 
sayp is simple at v. A Hamiltonian cycle k is simple at a cut vertex v of graph 
G if and only if there is an ordering FI ,..., F, of the v-fragments of G and a 
rotation v, (d,), (d,),..., (d,), v of k such that p >, 2 and P’(d,) C V(F,) for 
each i E (1, 2,..., p). We say a Hamiltonian cycle is semisimple in G2 if it is 
simple or semisimple at every cut vertex of G, and it is sinzple in G2 if it Is 
simple at every cut vertex of G. 
That any Hamiltonian cycle in G2 could be simplified at a cut vertex of G 
was first observed by meischner and Kronk [4]. In the present paper we first 
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investigate the following two questions: Can a Hamiltonian cycle in G2 be 
simplified at all cut vertices of G simultaneously, and if h is maximal, is a 
simplification of h maximal? We find that the answer to both questions is 
“yes.” Next, we use these results in the proof of our main result (Theorem 3). 
Finally, we show that in certain cases a simplification is necessarily simple, 
rather than semisimple. 
We answer one of the above questions immediately by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a graph with cut vertex v. Let h be a Hamiltonian 
cycle in G2 and let k be a simplification of h at v. Then k is maximal if h is 
maximal. 
Proof. Since the only edges of h which were erased from h in forming its 
simplification k were edges not incident with v which join vertices of different 
v-fragments of G, and so were edges of G2 but not of G, we have E(h) n 
E(G) _C E(k) n E(G). If h is maximal in G2, then 1 E(h) n E(G)1 is maximal 
over all Hamiltonian cycles in G2, so 1 E(k) n E(G)] < 1 E(h) n E(G)/ . Thus 
1 E(h) n E(G)/ = I E(k) n E(G)/ , and k is maximal. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a graph with distinct cut vertices v and w. Let h be a 
Hamiltonian cycle in G2 which is simple at v. Let k be a simpl$cation of h at w. 
Then k is simple at v. 
Proof. Since h is simple at v, there is an ordering FI ,..., F9 of the v- 
fragments of G and a rotation h” = v, (d&.., (d,), v of h with V(dJ C V(FJ 
for all i E (l,..., p>. Let U be the w-fragment of G which contains v and let F, 
be the v-fragment of G which contains w. Consider y E V(FJ; for i # r, no 
(y, v)-path in G can contain w. Hence lJ&+l. Fi is a subgraph of U. But then 
4 = (dr+J,..., (&A 0, @3, (d,),..., (4-J is a section of the rotation h’ of h 
with F(h’) = w, and V(q) _C V(U). Hence q is a section of one of the bound 
sections of h’ in U. By the definition of simplification, q is a section of k. Let 
k = w, (a), (q), (b), w. Let k’ be the rotation of k such that F(k’) = v. Then 
k’ = v, (4) ,..., (dr-l), (b), w, (a), (d,,,) ,..., (d,), v. Let ei = di for i E {l,..., 
p} - {r}, and let e, = (b), w, (a). Then V(eJ = V(di) C V(FJ for i ~(1 . . . . 
p> - {r>. But also V(e,) = V((b), w, (a)) = V(G) - V(q) = V(d,> _C V(F,>. 
The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a graph with distinct cut vertices v and w. In G2, let h 
be a Hamiltonian cycle which is semisimple at v and let k be a simpl$cation of 
h at w. Then k is semisimple at v. 
Proof. Since h is semisimple at v, there is an ordering FI , Fz ,..., FD of the 
v-fragments of G and a rotation h’ = v, (d&, (d,),..., (d,+l), v of h with the 
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properties that V(&) C V(FJ for each i E (1, I&..., p>, V(d,) f a, 
V(d,,J # M, and V(‘(d,+,) C V(&). Let U be the w-fragmeat of G which 
contains Y and let Fy be the v-fragment of G which contains W. Suppose 
r Z 1. Then by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, u&+r Fd is 
a subgraph of U, and so 4 = (d,,,) ,..., (d,,& 21, (d& ..,, (d,-,) is a section of 
the rotation h’ of h which has F(h’) = W, and further V(q) _C V(U). Thus, as 
in Lemma 2, q is a section of k, so that a rotation k’ of k exists which has 
properties required for k to be semisimple at D. But suppose P = 1. In 
case, as in Lemma 2, UT=, Fi is a subgraph of U, and cp’ = (c&),..., (d,> is a 
section of k. Since dl and d,,, are not empty, we may let y and z be distinct 
vertices such that y = L(d,) and z = F(d,+& Since (d,,& v, cdl) is a frag- 
ment path for h, y and z are adjacent in G to ~1. If y = w, then W, F(&) is a 
section of h’ and, by definition, of k; thus w, (4’) = y5 (4’) is a section of k. 
Similarly, if z = IV, then (q’), z is a section of k. Let u E {y, z) - (w)~ Since 
U is a w-fragment of G, v E V(U) - { w , > and ZA adjG v, we have u E V(U). 
Since u # W, u E V(U) - {w>* Therefore, if y # w, y has the properties of ti 
above and y, (q’) is a section of a section of h’ in U, so that y, (q’) is a section 
of k. Similarly, if z # w, then (q’), z is a section of k. Thus, in every case y, 
(q’), z is a section of k. Let a and b be sequences ~4th F(a) = L(b) = w, 
L(O) = y, and F(b) = z such that k = (a), (q’), (b). Since v Ff: V(y, ($)i z), we 
must have u E I(&). Therefore, there are nonempty sequences f and g such 
that ba = (f), v, (g). Note that V((f), II, (g)) = V@a) = V(G) - P’(@) = 
V(F,). Let k’ be the rotation of k with F(k’) = v, SO fhat k’ = v, (g), (d22>, 
(d&., (d,), (S), v. Letting e, = di for each i E (2 ,..., p>, e, = g, and CZ~+~ = 4; 
we see that V(e,) C V(Fi) for each i E (I,..., p], V(e,) f @, V(e,,,) f o ) 
and V(e,+3 C V(F& Thus the lemma is proved. 
The next lemma is used to show that in the simplification to cycle k of a 
Hamiltonian cycle h at every cut vertex, for each cut vertex G the v-fragments 
containing the predecessor and successor of v in h contain the predecessor 
and successor of ZI in k. Thus whether k is simple or semisimple at any cut 
vertex v can be learned before k is formed. We let E(G) be the length of pat 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a graph with distinct cut vertices v and PP. Let h be a 
~~rni~~Q~ia~ cycle in G2 and let k be a si~p~l~~at~o~ of h at w. Let S be the 
v-fragment of G such that the predecessor of v in h is in V(S), and let T be the 
v-fragment of G such that the successor of v in h is in V(T). (5’ = T is possible). 
Then the predecessor of v in k is in V(S) and the successor of v in k is in V(T)* 
Proof. Let h’ be the rotation of h for which F(h’) = w. Let be the w- 
fragment of G such that v E V(H), and let b be the section of h’ in M -- w 
with v E V(b). By definition, b is a section of k. Lee x E V(S) be the predeces- 
sor of v in h, and let y E V(T) be the successor of v in h. 
(1) If v E I(b), then the predecessor and the successor of v in h are the 
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predecessor and successor, respectively, of v in k, since b is a section of k. 
Thus the lemma holds in this case. 
(2) Suppose v = F(b) with l(b) > 0. By the definition of b, either the 
predecessor x of v in h is w, or x is not in V(H). If x = w, then v is the suc- 
cessor of w in h. Since the successor of w in h and the successor of w in k are 
the same, when x = w the predecessor of v in k is w = x and thus is in V(S). 
Suppose x # w. Then by the definition of simplification, both v and x are 
adjacent in G to w. But just as in the proof of Lemma 2, every w-fragment of 
G except H is a subgraph of the v-fragment of G which includes w. Since x 
is in one of the w-fragments other than H and x E V(S), w E V(S). Further, 
since S is a v-fragment of G, w # v, and w E V(S), every vertex adjacent to w 
in G is in V(S). By the definition of simplification, the new predecessor of 
v = F(b) in k is adjacent in G to w; hence it is in V(s>. 
If l(b) > 0, the successor of v in h is the same as the successor of v in k, and 
so both are in V(T). If l(b) = 0, then either the successor y of v is w or y is in 
a w-fragment dillkent from H. In the first case, the successor of v in k is 
w = y E V(T). In the second case, w E V(T) as in the preceding paragraph w 
was in V(S), and so the successor of v in k is adjacent in G to w; since all 
vertices adjacent in G to w are in the same v-fragment of G as w, the successor 
of v in k is in V(T). 
(3) Suppose v = L(b). If Z(b) = 0, then V = F(b), a case which we 
have already treated. Thus we may suppose I(b) > 0. Since b is a section of k, 
the predecessor of v in k is the same as the predecessor of v in h, and that 
vertex is in V(S). Furthermore, exactly the same argument as we applied for 
the successor of v in the case that l(b) = 0 applies in this case as well to show 
that the successor of v in k is in V(T). Thus the lemma is proved. 
In the next theorem, we show that simplification of a Hamiltonain cycle h 
in G2 can be carried out at every cut vertex of G and that the order of the 
u-fragments in that simplification for each cut vertex v is dependent only on 
the predecessor and successor of v in h. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph with distinct cut vertices v1 , v2 ,..., v, , with 
s > 1, and let h be a Hamiltonian cycle in G2. For each i E {l,..., s), let &, ,..., 
S&, be the vi-fragments of G, let mi E {l,..., ti} such that the predecessor of vi in 
h is in V(S,,,), and let ni ~(l,..., ti} such that the successor of vi in h is in 
V(S,,i). For each i E {I ,..., s>, let Ti, ,..., Ti,i be obtained by a permutation 
from &, ,..., Siti such that 
(1) Ti, = Si, and Titi = S,+ fmi # ni , and 
(2) Ti, = Si,. = Sin. ifmi = ni. z 
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Then there is a Hamiltonian cycle k in G2 such that for each i E (I,..., s>, the 
rotation kg of k with F(kJ = vi has the property that 
(1) if mi # ni, then ki = vi, (a&..., (ait,>, vi with V(Q) C V(Tij) for 
eachj E (I,,.., Q, and 
(2) if mi = ni, then ki = vi 9 (a&..., (a,,,i+,>, ui with V(aij) C YQifiJ 
for each j E (I,... , td, U4 f @, V(ai,ti+l> f 0, aad J%xt,+3 C ~Vd. 
Further, ifh is maximal, k may be chosen in such a way as to be maximal. 
Proo$ Define a sequence h, , lzl ,..., h, as follows: Let h, = h, and let hi 
be a simplification of hi, at vi for each i E (I,..., s>. Since h is a ~amilto~ia~ 
cycle in Gz, repeated applications of Theorem 1 show that k, is a Hamil- 
tonian cycle in G2. For each i E (l,..., s), by repeated applications of Lemma 4, 
the predecessor vi in hipI is in V(Simp) and the successor of vi in hiPI is in 
V(&& If mi + ni , then Fart I of the definition of si~lplifi~at~o~ applies, and 
we can select hi so that hi has the form vi , (&l),...5 (&,), ui with V(bij) C 
V(T,J for each j E {I,..., ti>. If mi = ni , then PM II of the definition of 
simplification applies, and we can select hi so LI-nat hi has the form Z’~ ) (b,,),...9 
(bi,tlll), vi so that V(b,J C V(T,) for each i E (l,..., ti>, and V(/(bi.ti+J C 
V(Til). S~IBX the successor in hi.-l of vi is in V(T,,) in this case, V(b,) # 2, 
and since the predecessor in hiWl of vi is in V(Til) in this case, V(bi,& + $3 7 
By repeated applications of Lemmas 2 and 3, we see that, for each i E (I,..., sj 
and for each j 3 i, the rotation hji of hj with F(hii) = ui has the property that 
(I) if mi # ni , then hj, has the form vi , (cjil),..., (cjili)p oi with V(c,,,>C 
V(T,,) for each p E (I ,..., tf>, and 
(2) if m, = ni , then hji has the form vi, (c&,..~, (ciiBti+& vi with 
V(cj& L Y(T,,) for each p ~(l,..., tc>, V(cj,J # O, V(cji,ti+,) f .D, an 
wi.t~+,b c Wd. 
In particular, the statement of the preceding sentence holds forj = s. Thus, 
if we let k = hS , k has the properties listed in the statement of this theorem. 
Furthermore, if h is maximal, then by repeated application of Lemma 1, we 
see that k is maximal. 
CoRoruRY 2A. Let G be a graph whose square is Hamiltonian. Then G2 
contains a maximal semisimple Hamiitonian cycle. 
ProoJ Since G2 is Hamiltonian, it is clear that 6” contains a maximal 
I-Iamiltonian cycle h. If G has no cut vertices, then h is vacuously semisimple. 
Otherwise, using h as the given Hamiltonian cycle for the application of 
Theorem 2 and choosing zjl ,..., v, to be all of the cut vertices of 6, G2 contains 
a maximal Hamiltonian cycle which .is simple or semisimple at every cut 
vertex of 6, by Theorem 2. The corollary follows. 
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Let &(u, a) denote the distance between vertices u and v in a connected 
graph G. To each edge e of a Hamiltonian cycle h in G2, we assign a path of 
length one or two in G joining the ends of e, with a path of length one being 
chosen if e is an edge of G. Among all possible choices of such a path for 
each edge e we make an arbitrary choice, but once such a choice is made, it is 
not changed. We say h uses the edges of the paths assigned to the edges of h 
and the number of uses of an edge e’ of G by h is the number of edges of h 
which have assigned to them paths including e’. If e’ is in a path p assigned 
to edge e of h, then h uses e’ at the end vertices of e’ which e’ shares with e. 
Clearly if h uses two edges e’ and e” at the same vertex v, then h cannot use 
any other edge at v. 
Our remaining major task in this paper is to show that if a block C of a 
graph G consists of a single cycle and if G2 is Hamiltonian, then each maximal 
Hamiltonian cycle in G2 uses each edge of C exactly once. Since this proof is 
hardest when C has only three edges, the following lemma will simplify our 
task. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a graph, let C be a complete subgraph of G with 
exactly three vertices v, w, and x, and let degc(w) = deg,(x) = 2. Let h be a 
Hamiltonian cycle in G2 such that the edge wx is not in E(h). Then h is not 
maximal in GZ. 
Proof. Some transform of h must be of the form w, (a), x, (b), v, (c), w. 
Since (w, x) $6 E(h), a is not the empty sequence, so G # C. Since {F(a), 
L(a)} n {v, w, x> = O, dG(w, F(a)) < 2, and d,(L(a), x) < 2, F(a) and L(a) 
must be neighbors of Y in G other than w or x. Suppose b is not the empty 
sequence. Then since F(b) $ {v, w, x} and dG(x, F(b)) < 2, F(b) adj, D. But 
{(w, F(a)), (L(a), x), (x, F(b))) n E(G) = 0. Also, since x, F(a), L(a), andF(b) 
are all adjacent to v, {(x, F(a)), (L(a), F(b))) _C E(G2). Hence w, x, (a), (b), v, (c), 
w is a Hamiltonian cycle in G2 which contains every edge in E(h) n E(G) as well 
as the edge (x, w) E E(G). Wow suppose b is the empty sequence. Then again 
{(w, F(a)), (L(a), x)} n E(G) = o, and (x, F(a)) E E(G2). Further, since 
L(a) adj, v, (L(a), v) E E(G). Thus w, x, (a), v, (c), w is a Hamiltonian cycle 
in G2 which contains all of the edges in E(h) n E(G) except (v, x) but which 
contains the additional two edges (w, x) and (L(a), v) of G. Thus in either 
case, h is not maximal. 
A nonempty section s of a sequence h = (a), (s), (b) is in a subgraph H of G 
3 V(s) _C V(H) and (L(a), F(b)} n V(H) = m . We have defined this phrase 
as we have to be able to speak of a section s of a path in G2 such that s is in 
a subgraph of G. Let H be a subgraph of G. A vertex v is an entrance for Hand 
a vertex w is an exit for H iB v E (H), w E V(G) - V(H), and dG(v, w) < 2. 
In the graph of Fig. 1, let H be the subgraph generated by {u, v, w, x, y>. Then 
the vertices of H which are surrounded by dashed circles are the entrances for 
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.I$, and the vertices not in H which are surroun 
exits for IL Clearly if h is a Hamiltonian cycle in G2 and z, z’ is a section of ,% 
with z E V(H) and z* $ Y(H), then z’ is an exit for H and z is an entrance for 
H. An entrance z for H is employed by h iff there is an exit z’ for H such that 
z, z’ is a section of a transform of h. Similarly, an exit z’ for N is employed by 
h iff there exists an entrance z for H such that z, z’ is a section of a transform 
of h. Clearly, if N is a proper subgraph of G with j V(H)1 > 2, then any 
~ami~to~ian cycle in G2 must employ at least two entrances for H. 
The following theorems first appeared in [3] and are reproduced here with 
the numbers assigned to them in [3] for convenient reference: 
THEOREM A (Theorem 1). If h is maximal, no edge of G is used more than 
twice by h. 
THEOREM B (Theorem 5). Let h be maximal, and let F be the s~bgru~h sf 
G containing precisely the edges used twice by h and the end vertices of those 
edges. Then F is a forest. 
THEOREM C (Corollary la). If h is a maximal ~amiltonia~ cycle in G2, 
then each bridge of G is used exactly twice by h. 
THEOREM D (Corollary 2A). If h is maximal, S is the subgraph of G 
generated by the edges of G used by h, e is a non-end edge of S, and h uses e 
twice, then h uses e exactly once at each of the ends of e. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a graph, and suppose c is a cycle of G smh that /cl 
is a block of G. If h is any maximal Hamiltonian cycle in G2, then every edge 
oft is usedexactly once by h. 
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Proof (by indirection). Let S be the subgraph of G generated by the 
edges used by h. Since h is maximal, each edge of c is, by Theorem A, used 
0, 1, or 2 times by h. Suppose some edge of c is used 0 or 2 times by h. Since 
each set of two edges of c forms a cut set of G, in this case all edges of c are 
used an even number of times by h. Since a subgraph containing exactly 
those edges used twice by h cannot contain a cycle (Theorem B), some edge 
of c must not be used by h, and any other edge of c is used twice by h. Thus, 
if we can show that the assumption that h does not use some edge of c and 
uses each of the other edges of c exactly twice leads to a contradiction, we 
will be left with the conclusion (by Theorem A) that h uses each edge of c 
exactly once. Therefore, let us suppose h does not use edge f of c. 
If G = /cl, then c contains more edges of G than h does, so that h is not 
maximal. Thus we may suppose G # /cl. Let a rotation c’ of c be q, , u1 ,..., 
v, , II,, with f = (vO, v,) (see Fig. 2). For each i E (0, l,..., a>, let Hi be the 
FIGURE 2 
component of G - E(c) which contains vi, and let Hi = Hi - vi . Since 
G # /cl, there is a value of i for which Hi # 9. We follow the convention 
that subscript arithmetic for subscripts of H, H’, and v is carried out modulo 
n + 1. Since /cl -f must contain at least two edges, both v2 and v, must 
meet at least two bridges of S, and so each is a cut vertex of S. Clearly h is 
maximal in S2 since it is maximal in G2. We use the cycle h in S2, rather than 
in G2, so we can simplify h without accidentally reintroducing the edgef. 
Suppose deg,(vJ = 1. Then if n > 2, (v, , v3) is a non-end bridge of S. 
But if IZ = 2, then (v 2, v3) is a non-end bridge of S by Lemma 5, since h is 
maximal in S. Hence (vz , v3) is used exactly twice by h, by Theorem C, and 
since (vz , v3) is a non-end bridge of S, it is used once at each of its ends by h, 
by Theorem D. Thus, either the predecessor or the successor of v2 in h is in 
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the vzfragment of S which includes us , while the other neigbor of vz in h is in 
a different v,-fragment of S; i.e., the neighbors of vz in kz are in different Q- 
fragments of S. If (21~ , ZQ E E(h), let TI ,..., Tt be the v,-fragments of S ordere 
in such a way that the predecessor of v2 in h is in V(Tt) and the successor of 
v2 in h is in V(T& If (vl, vz) # E(h), then v1 is not in the vertex set of the va- 
fragments of S which include the predecessor and the suecess5r of z)~ in h. 
Ths, in this case, we may let TI ,..., Tt be the v,-fragments of S ordered in 
such a way that the successor of v2 in h is in V(T& the predecessor of v2 in h 
is in V(T,), and 
(I) if v3 E V(T,), then v1 E V(T,), and 
(2) if vQ E F’(TJ, then v1 E F’(T,-,). 
Suppose deg,(v,) = 1. As in the preceding paragraph, if (v,, , v,) E E(h), we 
may let UI ,..., U, be the v,-fragments of S ordered in such a way that the 
predecessor of v, in h is in V(U,) and the successor of v, in h is in V(U,). If 
(v. ) v,) .$ E(h), we can let U, ,..., U, be the v,-fragments of S ordered in such 
a way that the predecessor of v, in h is in V(U& the successor of v, in h is in 
VW, and 
(1) if ZJ,-~ E V(U,), then vO E V(U,), and 
(2) if u,-~ E V(U,), then vO E V(U,-,). 
By Theorem 2, there is a maximal semisimple ~a~~~to~ian cycle k in S” 
such that 
(1) if deg, (vl) = 1, there is a rotation v2 , (a,),..., (a& v2 of k such that 
V(ai) C V(TJ for each i E (l,..., t), and 
(2) if deg,(v,) = 1, there is a rotation v, ) (b,),..., (b,), v, of k such that 
V(b,) C V(UJ for each i E (l,..., u>. 
Since k and h are both maximal in S2, / E(k) n E(S)1 = j E(h) n E(S)/= 
/ E(h) CI E(G)] a Thus k is maximal in G2 if h is maximal in G2, and so we can 
complete a proof of this theorem by showing that k is not maximal in G2. We 
y forming a Hamiltonian cycle k’ by rearranging sections of k in 
such a way that more edges of G are included in k’ than are in k. ost of the 
work is involved with sorting out the possible arrangments of sections of k at 
the ends off. 
Consider a vertex vi of c. Since /cl - fmust contain at least two edges, we 
can label the neighbors of vi in c as w and x in such a way that one of the 
following five statements shall be true: 
(1) b, 4 and (vi, > x are non-end bridges of S (see Fig. 3); 
(2) (vi , w) is a non-end bridge of § and (va , X) is an end edge of S (see 
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Fig. 4; this case can occur only when i = 2 and HI = A2 or i = n and Ho = 
a; 
(3) (vi , W) is a non-end bridge of S and (vi , x) = f (see Fig. 5; this 
case can occur only when i E (0, l} and Hi # a>; 
(4) (vi , W) is an end edge of S and (vi , x) = f; or 
(5) (Vi 3 W) and (vi, x) are both end edges of S. 
FIG. 3. Case 1. 
FIG. 4. case 2. 
w ,’ 
/c--z- 
“i 
% 
X 
3 
‘i 
FIG. 5. Case 3. 
In the fifth case, degG(w) = deg,(x) = 2, / c is a complete graph with three / 
vertices, and h does not use the edge (w, x). Thus, by Lemma 5, h is not 
maximal. In the figures for the remaining cases, the shaded portions are the 
subgraphs Hj . 
In case 1, since (vi, W) and (vi, x) are bridges of S, k uses each of these 
edges twice, by Theorem C. Since neither of these edges is an end edge of S, 
k uses each edge at vi , by Theorem D. Thus, if Hi # 9, the only exits for 
Ha which may be employed by k are w and x, and a transform of k contains 
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a section W, (p,), x such that V(pi) = V(HJ and {(F(pi), vi), (L(p,), z;J> L 
E(G). Furthermore, ((w, F(pi)), @(pi), x)} C E(k) - E(G). If Hi = B, let pi 
be the empty sequence. 
Cases 2, 3, and 4 (see Figs. 4 and 5) can be considered together. First, 
suppose 4-r, # 92. Then the only exits for HI in S are u1 and vg , and so a 
transform of k contains a section v 1, (~3, u2 such that V(pd = WW, 
(FCPA 4 E -wd WP,), Vl> E E(G), and (L(p,), VJ E E(k) - E(G). In this 
case, if (us , 03) is a non-end bridge of S then both (vl , v~) and (a2 , 0~3 are 
non-end bridges of S. Thus, case 1 applies at v2 , and so, if H, # 9, a trans- 
form of k contains a section vl, (pz), v3 with V(pJ = V(M,), ((QQp 21& 
V(P& 0 z E(G), and {(F(P& 4, (L(P,), 41 C E(k) - E(G). If 6 = 
letp, be the empty sequence and note that the only exits for HI are vz and uQ 
so that a transform of k contains the section vg , v1 , (pl), v2 . If Eg, # Q an 
(vz , v3) is an end edge of S, then y1 = 2 and v3 = vO . We deal with this case 
below. 
Now suppose HI = 9. Then by Lemma 5, (v, , VJ is not an end edge of S, 
and either (vl, 2 v ) E E(h) and so (vl , VJ E E(k), or there is a rotation vg 9 
(a,),..., (a& up of k such that V(aJ C V(T,) for each i E {l,..., t> and 
(1) if v3 E V(T,), then v1 E V(‘(T,), and 
(2) if v3 E V(T,), then v1 E V(‘(T,_,). 
If (ul , VJ E E(k), then k uses (vl , VJ at v2 by definition, and it uses (Q 9 VJ 
at v2 by Theorem D. Thus, if Hz # Q, the only exits for Hz which may be 
employed by k are v1 and va , so a transform of k contains a section us! ) v1 ) 
(P& v3 with VPJ = W%), @(P& 4, (L(P,), 4) C E(G), and @(P~)~ 4, 
(Q,), Q)) C E(k) - E(G). If (vl , vz> $ E(k) and if D, let pi1 z= 
(Q~) ,..., (at) if v8 E V(rl) and let pz = (aa ,..., (a& if vQ E Then V(pJ = 
CH2), 07~~)~ v2> E E(k), @(PA 4 E E(G), and (UP& %) E E(k) - E(G). 
If Hz = D, let pz be the empty sequence, and note that the only exits for u1 in 
S are v2 and v3 , so a transform of k contains the section ~1~ , v1 , vQ . 
Next, suppose Ho # J2. Then, as in the case of H, # 9, a transform of k 
contains a section vO , (p,), v, such that V(pJ = V(f&,), (F(p,), vo) E E(k), 
(UP,), 00) E E(G)> and (L(p,), on) E E(k) - (E(G). If (v, 5 unJ is an end 
edge of S, then n = 2, (vZ , vO) = (v, , zig) is not an end edge of s, and we have 
already chosen pz and p1 . If (v, , v,J is not an end edge of S, then Case 1 
applies at ZI, and, if H, # Q, a transform of k contains a section vO , (p,), 
v,-~ with VP,) = WC), V(P,), u,), (UP,), 41 C E(G), ad @‘(huh 4, 
(L(p& v,-,)> C E(k) - E(G). If H, = Q, letp, be the empty sequence, an 
note the only exits for Hi are v, and v,-~ , so that a transform of k contains 
the section v,-r , vO , (pJ, v, . 
Suppose Ho = Q. If n = 2, then by Lemma 5 Hi # Sz and (v, ) Q) = 
c&z 2 v,J is not an end edge of S, while if n > 2, then (vn , u,.J is not an end 
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edge of S since it is not an end edge of /cl -J Hence by the choice of k, 
either (v,, , vn) E E(h) and so (v,, , v,J E E(k), or there is a rotation v, , (Q.., 
(b,), v, of k such that V(b,) _C V(UJ for i E {l,..., u} and 
(1) if ~1,~~ E V(U,), then vO E V(U,), and 
(2) if v,-~ E V(U,), then v,, E V(LY~-~). 
As in the case of HI = 9, if (v O, v,J E E(k) and if H, + Q, then a trans- 
form of k contains a section v, , v. , (PA v,-~ with V(P,> = W&J, WP~, 
~2, (UPS), vd> C E(G), ad WTPJ, vo), (L(PJ, VA> c -WI - E(G). If 
(v o , vJ 6 E(k) and H, # Q, then a transform of k contains a section v, , 
(P,), v. such that VP,) = WX), (F(pJ, v,> E E(k), MP,), ~3 E E(G), and 
(L(p,), vo) E E(k) - E(G). If H, = Q, let pa be the empty sequence and 
note that the only exits for v. are v, and v,+ , so that a transform of k con- 
tains the section v, , v. , v,-~ . 
Since uy!, V(p,) = usto V(H& V(c) = V(G) - u& V(H,), and V(pJ n 
V(pj) = ,@ if i # j with (i,j} C (0, I,..., n}, we now see that a transform of k 
is a sequence of the form vl, (d,), v2 , (d3), v4 ,..., v,-.~, (C&J, v, , (do), v. , 
(4J, k1 ,..., v5, (d4), v3, (d2), vl ifn is even or vl, (4, 5, (d3), v4 ,..., v,-3, 
CL2), v,-~ , G&J, vo, (do), v, , (&-A us-2 ,..., v5, W4h 7~~ , V2), v1 ifn is odd, 
where di E {pi , pi’} for i E {3,..., 12 - 11, (4 , d21 C Cpl, ~2, p2 , P;% and 
(d, , do) C {pa, p$, p. , p$). Furthermore, we have seen that E(k) n E(G) 
consists precisely of the edges in (lJr=, E(pi)) n E(G) together with one set of 
edges out of each of the following two lists of three sets: 
List A 
(1) {(vl , RP,))} n E(G) if HI f 9. 
(2) ((v2 , IQ,))) n E(G) if Hl = 9, H2 # Q, and (vl , v2) $ WI. 
(3) {(Vl > 2 v )} if (vl , v2) E E(k) (so that HI = Q). 
List B 
(1) Go , F(P~))I n E(G) if Ho f Q. 
(2) -Xv, , E;(P~>>~ n E(G) if ffo = 9, K Z Q2, and (v. , v,) # E(k). 
(3) -xv0 2 IL v )> if (v. , vn) E E(k) (so that Ho = !2). 
An edge of G2 is critical if it is either an edge of /cl or an edge of the form 
(vi , F(pJ) for some i E (O,..., n}. We note that k contains exactly two critical 
edges, and that these are the only edges in E(k) other than those in lJF=, E(pJ 
which may also be in E(G). 
Let k’ = vo, (~~1, vl , (PA v2 ,..., 0, , (PA u. . Since @(PA 4 E E(G) for 
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each i E (0, I,..., B> such that Hi # Q, and since (vi , vi+J E E(G) in any case, 
and since vi , (p,) is a path in G2 for each i E (0, I,..., nj, k’ is a trail in G2. 
Clearly, no vertex of k’ other than vO is repeated, so k’ is a cycle in G2, Further, 
V(k’) = !J%:, V(pI) u (v,, , v1 ,..., IJ~ = V(G), so k’ is a 
in G”. Note that lJy=,, E(pJ C E(k’) n E(k). 
Now E(k’) n E(G) consists of (u& E(pJ) fl E(G) together with those of 
the n + 1 critical edges, 
(i) (vi , F(pi)) when Hi f D, and 
(2) (vi , Q+~) when Hi = 92, 
which are in E(G). But a critical edge is not in E(G) only ifit is an edge of E(k). 
Since n 2 2, k’ contains at least 3 critical edges; while k contains just 2 
critical edges. Since any critical edge in E(k’) which is not in E(G) is also an 
edge in E(k), and since the other edges of E(G) which are in E(k) are also in. 
E(k’), k’ contains at least one more edge of G than k does. Hence k is not 
maximal in G2, and the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let v be a cut vertex of G, S a v-fragment of G such that 
deg,(v) = 1, and h a Hamiltonian cycle in G2 which is simple 01 serni~~rn~~e 
at v. Suppose some neighbor of v in h is a vertex of S. Thevz h is simple at v. 
Proof. We must show that h cannot be semisimple at v. Let (u, v) be th.e 
edge of S which meets v. Then the only entrances for S are u and v; hence 
both must be employed by h as entrances for S. Since v is employed by kz as 
an entrance for S, a neighbor of v in h is not in V(S). ut by assumption, 
another neighbor of v in h is in V(S). If h were semisimple at v, both neighbors 
of v in F2 would be in the same v-fragment of 6. Since this is not the case, h is 
simple at D. 
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